GRADE 5/6 STUDENTS - COSTUME SEQUENCES

You must arrive to the theatre wearing...

YOUR 1ST SCENE: COMMERCIAL [SPORT]
• Pants of choice (as listed on costume note)
• The ‘Apollo Live’ T-shirt - with a singlet top or t-shirt underneath
• Sporting accessories of choice
• Runners of choice

Please note: The singlet top/t-shirt must be underneath your ‘Apollo Live’ t-shirt when you arrive at the theatre! We have asked you to do this as you will be changing backstage and putting a heavily shredded and ripped top on for your 3rd scene and we do not wish to see your bare torso through the costume. No stress about whether it is a black or white top - just have something on under your ‘Apollo Live’ T-shirt. We originally selected these colours as we didn’t wish to see too many colours coming through a ‘sickly look’ costume.

When you get off stage..

YOUR 2ND SCENE: COMMERCIAL [ART]
• Keep everything on!!!
• But….put all sporting accessories in your named bag. These added items are not allowed in this scene.

Over interval - get ready!

YOUR 3RD SCENE: E-OUTBREAK
• Keep pants/shorts on (remember you must have a pocket for the fake mobile phone)
• But….remove your ‘Apollo Live’ T-shirt and put it in your bag. Wait for a teacher to hand you your ‘E-Outbreak’ shredded top. Don’t forget boys……you need a hat!